A new way to monitor by-pass restorations of electron transport in inhibited chloroplasts by cyclic electron flow cofactors--a study by modulated fluorimetry.
Inhibition of electron transport in broken chloroplasts by DBMIB, under light-limiting conditions, is shown to be bypassed by PMS in a manner similar to the known effects of the phenylenediamine derivatives TMPD and DAD. These bypasses were demonstrated and further studied by modulated fluorimetry, monitoring DBMIB inhibition by the shift of the steady-state fluorescence towards the Fm level and the release of inhibition by a reverse shift together with establishment of a quenching effect by background far-red light. Comparative studies were also made with electron transport blocked by DCMU or BNT. A weak bypass by TMPD and a weaker one by PMS of the block created by DCMU was observed by modulated fluorimetry. The block created by BNT is similarly shown to be bypassed by TMPD but hardly or not at all by PMS. Bypass effects persisted even in the presence of ascorbate. It appears that, following reduction of the different cofactors by ascorbate in the stroma side, illumination caused the accumulation of a pool of oxidized cofactor molecules in the lumen, which is able to mediate electron transport between reduced plastoquinone and plastocyanin or P-700. The existence and the size of this pool were found to depend largely on the internal pH at the lumen, presenting an artificial system in which electron flow is controlled by the lumenal pH. The bypassing electron transport in the presence of DBMIB presumably avoids the participation of the cytochrome b6f complex. During its occurrence, there is also a strong imbalance in the activities of the two photosystems for linear electron flow, in favor of PS II. These experiments may thus serve to establish an in vitro model system for a future investigation of effects related to changes in the imbalance between the two photosystems and its regulation. Furthermore, this experimental system may also be utilized to study the role of the internal lumenal pH in control of photosynthesis.